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CAMPAIGN COMPARISON

Budget spent
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Conversions
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Total visitors: 226

General: 2%
Specific: 0%
Gain: 0%
Pain: 6%

Conversion rate:

Visitors Landing Page (French)
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Total visitors: 616
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Total E-books downloaded: 7

Total E-books downloaded: 32

April 8, 2022

French
58.7%

Dutch
41.3%
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The results of the survey are confidential (for our client). We can however share some
general information.

SURVEY

French survey
Are generally very satisfied with fit20. Average score of 8.4/10 indicates that 'promoters'
(nps-score) are found in this category. 

Dutch survey
Are generally  satisfied with fit20. Average score of 7.4/10 indicates that 'passives'
(nps-score) are found in this category. This leaves some opportunity for growth.

English survey
Are generally very satisfied with fit20. Average score of 8.2/10 indicates that 'promoters'
(nps-score) are found in this category. 

We used Survio to conduct surveys with old and existing clients of fit20. We also used 
a little trick to segment the email database.

fit20 has Dutch, French and English speaking clients in Brussels. These clients were 
added to the email list but were not segmented through their language.

By sending out a short-copy email in three languages asking clients to fill out the
survey, we could monitor which client filled out which survey (Dutch, French or English).

Using this knowledge, we were able to segment a chunk of the audience through their
language, meaning they now only receive emails in their native language.

We're still using this trick today. For example: we send out blogs in three languages 
in the fit20 newsletter. We monitor who reads which blog and are able to further segment
the database.
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OPPORTUNITIES

French ads generate far better results than their Dutch counterparts
French 'Pain Ads' attract a target audience consisting of predominantly women 65 
years of age and older. Even though most clicks on these ads are from mobile phones, 
the conversion rate for computers is higher. Generally speaking, seniors use their 
computer more often than their mobile phone. Ads can be optimized using this 
knowledge.
French 'Gain Ads' attract a target audience consisting of predominantly men aged 25- 
44. Most clicks and all conversions are from mobile phones. Ads can be optimized using 
this knowledge.
French 'General & specific' ads don't seem to push towards conversions. However, they 
still account for 14 (out of 31) e-books downloaded. Ads can be optimized using this 
knowledge.
With enough date on which keywords seem to push towards clicks and conversions, ads
can be targetted to these specific keywords over a longer period of time, in which most 
budget is spent towards these keywords.
There is a lot less demographic data available on Flemish people compared to French 
people. This could be due to a general mistrust in online privacy in Flanders. Further 
research on this topic is recommended.
French and English speaking clients are promoters, where Flemish clients are leaning 
towards being passives. Once again, this could be culture-related: most Flemish people 
don't speak out (unless they're not satisfied) and, on average, they seem to consider 
8/10 a very good score. More research on this topic could be done, but I feel like this is a 
well-known fact that's been established through studies. Time could be put into 
discovering ways to turn these passives into promoters.
The E-book seems to be working, mainly on the French ads where we see conversion 
percentages hovering around 8-11% per landing page. This 'value-giving-method' can 
be further developed into the advertising strategy.

CONTACT
Laurenz Mignolet
laurenzmignolet@boelet.be
www.boelet.be
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